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Our first mobility in Spain, more exactly in Alcala la Real, took place in October 2012. 

It was mainly a meeting of the coordinators in order to establish the further lines of 

development of the project. Two teachers from each country, the coordinator and one of 

his colleagues, met and discussed the future mobilities, hours convenient for students to 

chat, the slogan contest, the trivial, the wiki and all the other resulting products of our 

project. 

 



I and my colleague, Lisenche Mihaela (Technology Teacher and also teacher of the 

optional course Gastronomy as an educational resource), had the opportunity to meet 

some gifted teachers with whom we exchanged interesting opinions and shared our 

experiences, get acquainted to highschool Spanish students, taste delicious traditional 

dishes (such as paella, churros, tortilla, tapas, etc.), learn something about the Spanish 

culture and customs and were impressed by their warmth and hospitality. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



We met the mayor of the town and had a brief interview with him in which he 

demonstrated how much he knew about our project and how involved he was being 

aware of its importance for the town. 

 

Of course we had food-related visits at some factories (jamon, wine, cheese, chips and 

olive oil factories) where the hosts were kind enough to talk to us about their jobs, to let 

us observe the actual process of producing their food, to give us samples to taste and to 

answer all our questions.  

 









 

It was a very productive mobility which laid the foundation of our project and bound us 

from the very beginning leading to a good communication among partners, clear 

understanding of the targets of the project and finally, accomplishment of the desired 

results. 
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